For the 2021/2022 hunting year (August 10, 2021 - March 31, 2022), community coordinators of a community/group subsistence hunt (CSH) are required to complete this report, which asks questions relevant to community subsistence hunt use patterns of the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area, as defined in 2006-170-BOG. The Copper Basin CSH coordinator report must be complete in order to be compliant with regulation. Return the completed report and CSH household reports using the enclosed postage-paid envelope to: Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Wildlife Conservation-R4, PO Box 47, Glennallen, AK 99588-0047 by May 31, 2022.

COMMUNITY/GROUP NAME: __________________________

1.) How many CARIBOU were harvested by members of your CSH community/group in the 2021/2022 hunting year (August 10, 2021 - March 31, 2022)?

2a.) If households in your CSH community/group are not successful in harvesting CARIBOU in the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area what do they do for meat? Check all that apply.

[ ] Obtain from relatives
[ ] Hunt for CARIBOU elsewhere
[ ] Obtain from tribal office
[ ] Purchase meat
[ ] Obtain from CSH group/community members
[ ] Hunt/fish outside Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area
[ ] Other (describe) __________________________

2b.) If households in your CSH community/group are not successful in harvesting other resources, small/large game, game birds, salmon, and other non salmon fish in the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area, what do they do for meat? Check all that apply.

[ ] Obtain from relatives
[ ] Purchase meat
[ ] Obtain from tribal office
[ ] Hunt/fish outside Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area
[ ] Obtain from CSH community/group members
[ ] Other (describe) __________________________

3.) What are the top 3 reasons members of your CSH community/group use the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area? (List the most important first)

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________

4.) What efforts are CSH community/group members making to continue or establish a generational pattern of use in the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area? Approximately how many years has the average CSH community/group member used the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area? (limit to 1 paragraph)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5.) Describe an example where youth from households in your CSH community/group, aged 0-16, actively participated in hunting, fishing, trapping, or gathering activities in the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area in the last 12 months (June 2021 - May 2022).

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6.) 2021/2022 (June 2021 - May 2022) CSH community/group sharing event(s) 
6a.) How many sharing events did your CSH community/group have that included CARIBOU harvested in the Copper Basin CSH hunt? 

6b.) What percentage of your CSH community/group members were present at sharing events? 

6c.) What percent of attendees of your sharing events were not part of your CSH community/group? 

6d.) Please briefly describe the CSH community/group sharing event(s). 

7.) Approximately how much of each CARIBOU was retained by CSH community/group members from 2021/2022 (August 10, 2021 - March 31, 2022) harvests? 

8.) What strategies did members of your CSH group employ to reduce fuel consumption to increase economic efficiency for trips to the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area in the last 12 months (June 2021 - May 2022)? 

9.) How did members of your CSH community/group pool resources (equipment, supplies) to increase efficiency for trips to the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area in the last 12 months (June 2021 - May 2022)? 

10.) Describe the methods used for processing the CARIBOU your CSH community/group harvested during the 2021/2021 hunting year (August 10, 2021 - March 31, 2022; ex: commercial processor, family, self, other CSH community/group members). Specify the parts of the CARIBOU processed and how they were used. 

11.) Describe other activities members of your CSH community/group use the Copper Basin CARIBOU CSH area for, detailing when these activities occur throughout the last 12 months (June 2021 - May 2022) and species harvested. 

- Hunt for other large/small game/birds 
- Fish for salmon/non-salmon fish 
- Trap 
- Pick berries/greens 
- Other (ex: recreational purposes)